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Abstract: Multi-agent systems have been developed for many years. However, little attention has been paid to agent dynamics - the driving forces governing agents’ lives, work and contributions to a multi-agent system. Many questions related to the dynamic properties of a multi-agent system require study. This paper investigates this concern and proposes that roles and role-based architecture could be taken as dynamics for agents in a system. This paper contributes to multi-agent systems with a potential solution to such an important challenge, i.e., agent dynamics.
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1. Introduction

Everything exists in the world for a special reason. Every activity in the world is instigated for some reason. These reasons form driving forces for new things to be created and for new actions to be taken.

In the society, people in an organization with good dynamics will work actively and collaboratively toward the common goal of the organization. In contradiction, people in an organization without good dynamics cannot work effectively and may not have a clear understanding of the goals necessary to make the organization competitive.

In the business world, a person is required to have new knowledge, skills and habits to be qualified for a new position. Successfully finding a new job is dependent on similarities between new roles and those previously performed by the person [13].

It is the same in a multi-agent system. Multi-agent systems should encourage diversity of behavior in a population of cooperating agents [12]. This is one kind of requirement for agents. There are definite reasons for the addition of new agents to the system.

Multi-agent systems have also been investigated for many years. To build a multi-agent system, the following questions should be answered:
- How are agents created?
- Why are agents created?
- Why are agents transferred on the networks?
- How are agents made pro-active?

Most contributions discuss how agents are created and designed [9, 10, 17, 20, 25]. However, there is a lack of attention to the dynamics of agents in such systems [7, 19]. This is an important oversight in the research of multi-agent systems. From Physics, dynamics is the first-order problem to consider and to solve in order to model a physical world. In order to make multi-agent systems really applicable to artificial intelligence (AI) or information technology (IT), this problem must be addressed. There must be some motivation for agents to join, work and advance in a system.

In this paper, roles are considered as the major source of dynamics for agents. To build a multi-agent system, roles can be taken as nodes in the distributed structure or architecture. Agents are placed on this structure or architecture to make the system work properly. Roles are the reasons why agents are created, modified, and transferred. Roles are also a tool to make agents pro-active. An agent should be able to find roles they wish to perform as demonstration of its ability and mobility.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the application of roles in agent systems; Section 3 describes the revised E-CARGO model, Section 4 discusses the environments of agents; Section 5 illustrates why agents are created; Section 6 discusses why agents are mobile; and Section 7 demonstrates how agents are made pro-active; and Section 8 concludes the paper and proposes future research.

2. Roles in Agent Systems

Many agent systems apply different aspects of the role mechanisms. The role concepts are generally used in agent systems to describe the collaboration among cooperative processes or agents.

Betcht et al. pioneered consideration of roles as interfaces and developed a multi-agent system ROPE [2]. The cooperative processes are described with roles. An agent that wants to take part in the cooperation must fulfill the service requirement specified by a role. A role is formally defined as an entity consisting of a set of required permissions, a set of granted permissions, a directed graph of service invocations, and a state visible to the runtime environment but not to other agents.

Taking roles as specific processes is the main idea of Stone and Veloso’s soccer team formation [18]. A role consists of a specification of an agent’s internal and external behavior. They use roles to obtain a flexible team agent structure and a method for inter-agent communication. Agents can flexibly switch roles within formations and change formations dynamically, according to predefined triggers to be evaluated at run-time. This flexibility increases the performance of the overall team.

In agent-oriented software engineering, Gaia methodology [23, 24] is proposed to support system analysis and design by taking a multi-agent system as an organization. In Gaia, roles are described with responsibilities, permissions, interaction...
protocols and activities. The ideas applying roles in agent-oriented software engineering are similar to those in our previous work [29, 30]. This paper follows this idea.

In Organization-Centered Multi-Agent Systems (OCMAS) [8], roles are emphasized as an important element of organizations. A role is the abstract representation of a functional position of an agent in a group. An agent is open for the whole system; there are no constraints for agents to access others and agents interact with each other directly.

Cabri et al. [5-6] apply both aspects of agent-roles: processes and interfaces. A role imposes a defined behavior on the objects playing it, thereby reflecting the process aspect. It also allows a set of capabilities, which can be exploited by agents to carry out their tasks, reflecting the interface aspect. This allows a role to serve as an abstract description for the functions an agent is responsible to fulfill in order to reach an assigned goal. From an agent-oriented approach, roles are a proper means of refining agent-oriented models. Their work [5-6] considers rights as part of their agent-roles.

Based on the work of such psychologists as Biddle and Thomas [3] and Shakespeare’s role concepts in theaters, Odell et al. [14, 15] specify roles, with both the aspects mentioned above, as a superstructure specification that defines the user-level constructs required to model agents and their groups. Roles specify normative behavioral repertoires for agents and provide both the building blocks for social agents and the requirements by which agents interact.

Partsakoulakis and Vouros review the role concepts and mechanisms in multi-agent systems [16]. Roles are viewed as tools to manage the complexity of tasks and environments. High degree of interactions, environment dynamics and distributivity are emphasized to show the importance of roles. They use five aspects to analyze the past research on agent-roles: specification, dynamics of assignments, dynamics of roles, cardinality of roles and life-span of roles.

In agent systems, the following consensus is reached [5-6, 14-19, 23, 24]:

(i) Roles can be used to specify interactions.
(ii) Roles are agent-building blocks in class hierarchies.
(iii) Roles can express the organizational structure of a multi-agent system.
(iv) A role instance is deleted when an agent is destroyed, i.e., its lifetime depends on its agents.
(v) A role can be either taken as an interface or a process.
(vi) Interface-roles are used to form different interfaces for agents in order to restrict the visibility of features and to handle permissions for the access to the internal state and role services of agents.
(vii) Process-roles specify how the players should behave. They have three functions: comprise special behavior, form the behavior of an agent, and take a position in a group of agents.

3. A Revised E-CARGO Model

In traditional agent systems with roles, roles are normally used as interaction media for agents. Most of them ignore the functions of roles as dynamics. In the following discussion, the interface-role concepts are used [28].

To support role-based collaboration, the E-CARGO model is proposed [29] and adopted to encourage people to contribute in collaboration [27]. A multi-agent system \( \Sigma \) can be described as a 8-tuple \( \Sigma := < C, O, A, M, R, E, G, s_0 > \), where \( C \) is a set of classes, \( O \) is a set of objects, \( A \) is a set of agents, \( M \) is a set of messages, \( R \) is a set of roles, \( E \) is a set of environments, \( G \) is a set of groups, \( s_0 \) is the initial state of a collaborative system.

An object is data to be accessed by the agents. A class is a template for a group of similar objects to express their data structures and operations that are mainly access operations to the data such as read and write.

A message is defined as \( m := < n, v, \ell, \mathcal{P}, t, w > \) where \( n \) is the identification of the message, \( v \) is null or the receiver of the message expressed by an identification of a role, \( \ell \) is the pattern of a message, specifying the types, sequence and number of parameters, \( \mathcal{P} \) is a set of objects taken as parameters with the message pattern \( \ell \), where \( \mathcal{P} \subseteq O \), \( t \) is a tag that expresses any, some or all message, \( w \) is the weight for an agent to collect its credit for promotion, i.e., if an agent or its human user responds this message the agent will get the weight and accumulate it to its credit.

A role \( r := < n, I, \mathcal{N}_o, \mathcal{N}_g, p, \mathcal{R}_s, \mathcal{R}_b, w > \) where, \( n \) is the identification of the role, \( I := < M_{in}, M_{out} > \) denotes a set of messages, wherein, \( M_{in} \) expresses the methods or functions to respond the incoming messages, \( M_{out} \) expresses a set of outgoing messages or message templates to roles, \( \mathcal{N}_o \) is a set of agents that are playing this role; and \( \mathcal{N}_g \) is a set of objects that can be accessed by the agents playing this role, \( p \) is used to express the ability requirement, \( \mathcal{R}_s \) the super roles, \( \mathcal{R}_b \) the subordinate roles, and \( w \) the credit requirement. Note that, \( w \) and \( p \) are extra criteria to check if an agent is able to play the role besides that the agent’s services cover the \( M_{in} \) and the requests are covered by the \( M_{out} \).

An environment expresses a structure to build a group. It is specified by roles, the objects accessed by the roles and the cardinalities of agents playing roles (See Section 4 for details).

An agent is a special object with the properties of agents. It is defined as \( a := < n, c_a, s, r, \mathcal{R}_s, \mathcal{N}_g, p, w, t_i > \), where, \( c_a \) is a special class that describes the common properties of users, \( n \) is the identification or name of the agent, \( s \) is the set of properties of the agent, \( r \) is called the current role and means a role that the agent is currently playing, \( \mathcal{R}_s \) means a set of roles (called active roles) that the agent is potential to play \( (r, \not\in a.\mathcal{R}_s) \), and \( \mathcal{N}_g \) means a set of groups the agent belongs to; \( p \) is used to express the ability, \( w \) the credits, and \( t_i \) the idle time.

A group is a set of agents that are working in an environment, i.e., a set of agents assigned with roles in the relevant environment.

By E-CARGO, a multi-agent system is built and activated by equipping agents with the following components:

- Objects are classified and instantiated for the system.
- Roles are specified with the requirement of the cooperation of the system.
- Agents are designed with procedures corresponding to the roles they play.
- An environment with associated roles and objects are specified;
- Agents form a group by playing roles in an environment.
- Agents autonomously pursue the goals regulated by playing current roles, transferring active roles,
pursuing future roles to cooperate with each other and reach their common goal.

4. Environment

To live in the world is to adapt to the environment. Therefore, environments significantly affect a person’s development. Similarly, environments affect the design of intelligent agents. Environments are complex and complicated. Russell and Norvig [18] investigate the nature of environments for agents. An environment might be:

- Fully observable or partially observable;
- Deterministic or stochastic;
- Episodic or sequential;
- Static or dynamic; and
- Discrete or continuous.

It is our intention to model and abstract it into a controllable entity. Roles can be mechanisms to form environments for agents to play in a multi-agent world, because roles can express rationalities, requirements, and dynamics.

In E-CARGO, environments are the key component to represent the dynamic properties of a multi-agent system. An environment $e := \langle n, \theta \rangle$ where, $n$ is the identification of the environment and $\theta$ is a set of tuples of role, number range and an object set, $\theta = \langle r, q, \mathcal{N}_r \rangle$. The number range $q$ tells how many users may play this role in this environment and $q$ is expressed by $[l, u]$, and $[l]$ is used when $l = u$. For example, $q$ might be $[1, 2, [1, 10], [3, 50], \ldots \}$ It states that how many agents may play the same role $r$ in the group. The object set $\mathcal{N}_r$ expresses the complex objects accessed by the agents who play the relevant role. “Complex” means that they are composed of other objects. The complex objects in $\mathcal{N}_r$ are categorized as two kinds: singly owned or shared, i.e., one complex object in this set may be accessed by one agent or shared by many in fact, $\mathcal{N}_r$ expresses the resources for agents to access.

With the above discussion, the agents in E-CARGO are fully consistent with the idea that autonomous agents are situated in some environment emphasized by Franklin and Graesser [9] although they do not define what an environment is.

For example, a soccer team simulation with the 4-4-2 formulation as an environment as

- $e_1 = \{<\text{goalie}, [1], f>, <\text{defender}, [4], f>, <\text{midfield}, [4], f>, <\text{forward}, [2], f>, <\text{goalie}, [1], f>, \}$, where, $f = \langle \text{the gate}, \text{the field}, \text{the ball} \rangle$.

A 3-6-1 formulation can be described as

- $e_2 = \{<\text{defender}, [3], f>, <\text{midfield}, [6], f>, <\text{forward}, [1], f>, <\text{goalie}, [1], f>, \}$.

If the team is described more specifically, the environments are:

- $e_1 = \{<\text{goalie}, [1], f>, <\text{left-defender}, [1], f>, <\text{right-defender}, [1], f>, <\text{mid-defender}, [1], f>, <\text{left-midfield}, [1], f>, <\text{right-midfield}, [1], f>, <\text{left-forward}, [1], f>, <\text{right-forward}, [1], f>, <\text{goalie}, [1], f>, \}$.
- $e_2 = \{<\text{left-defender}, [1], f>, <\text{right-defender}, [1], f>, <\text{mid-defender}, [1], f>, <\text{left-midfield}, [1], f>, <\text{right-midfield}, [1], f>, <\text{left-forward}, [1], f>, <\text{goalie}, [1], f>, \}$.

The environment $e$ can be shown as in Fig. 1, where, $R_1$-$R_4$ are defender roles, $R_7$-$R_9$ are middefender roles, $R_0$-$R_{10}$ are forward roles, and $R_0$ is the goalie roles. Fig. 1 also shows some relationships among roles. For example, $R_0$ can request $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, and $R_4$; $R_2$ can request $R_5$ and $R_6$, and $R_3$ can request $R_7$ and $R_8$.

From these discussions, the environment $e$ in the model E-CARGO is a good abstraction for the real environment of agents (Fig. 1). In E-CARGO, an environment is a design of a system. With an environment, the consistency of a system design can be evaluated. A basic rule is that for each request of a role there should be at least one role that provides the services corresponding to it; for each service of a role, there should be a role requesting it.

5. Why Are Agents Created?

Agent dynamics is defined as a force or impetus for agents to be created, advance, progress and work in an environment, a community of agents or a system. From this point of view, agent dynamics is considered an important property of both a multi-agent system and its agents.

An agent is viewed as anything that perceives its environment through sensors and acting upon that environment through actuators [17]. A rational agent is one that does the right things. “For each possible percept sequence, it should select an action that is expected to maximize its performance measure, given the evidence provided by the percept sequence and whatever built-in knowledge the agent has [17].” Rationality is one of the dynamics of agent performance in a multi-agent system. However, the expression of rationality is not comprehensively investigated.

Roles are, in fact, the rationalities for agents to live. Computer systems are added to the Internet so as to perform certain roles and to provide services on the Internet. To design a system, role factories (Fig. 2) are making roles to match the requests and services in the role pool. If there are no more empty requests and services, the role factories should cease role production. There may be a period of time when roles are not claimed by agents. After this period, role production should also stop.

The creators of agents are called agent factories. Agent factories are in fact a software development team. In this style, traditional software engineering might be significantly changed. It definitely reflects the principles of Agile Programming (AP) [21] or Extreme Programming (XP) [1].
The electrons move to fill the cells. When all the cells are filled by electrons, the power disappears.

It is similar in agent systems; roles attract agents. The larger the number of roles, the greater the attraction on agents. Consider a factory that produces agents. The production of agents will be relative to the attraction by roles.

The initial force $F$ to produce an agent $a$ intending to play role $r$ in an environment $e$ is proportional to the cardinals $v$ ($v = \frac{q_1 + q_u}{2}$ is the average of the lower and upper cardinalities of $r$). It is expressed as

$$F = c \times v_r$$

where, $v = \frac{q_1 + q_u}{2}$, $\exists r.q.r_n > e.B \land can\text{-}play(a,r)$, $c$ is a constant and predicate $can\text{-}play(a, r)$ means agent $a$ is able to play role $r$.

The cardinality of a role is a magnitude of the force driving agent production. Driven by this force, the factory produces agents to adopt the role. This is why American universities contributed many computer science graduates to the IT market in the years 1998-2002.

Periodically, agent factories may produce a surplus of agents. Suppose for an environment $e$, the agent set is $A$ and the total number of the upper cardinalities of related roles is $v_n$, i.e., $v_n = \sum_r q_u$, where, $<r.q.r_n > e.B \land a \in A \land can\text{-}play(a,r)$. If $|A| - v_n > 0$, then the agent factories should stop creating this kind of agent. This is why the enrollment of computer science students dropped down in the years 2002-2006.

This differs from the battery analogy, in that agent production has inertia in the production pipeline. This is why many computer science graduates in the United States could not find jobs in the years 2002-2005. In multi-agent systems, this inertia or surplus should be minimized. The possibility of minimizing such inertia is due to agent copying and the short duration of new services loading.

### 6. Why Are Agents Transferred?

Mobility is another dynamic property of agents in multi-agent systems. It is needed to clarify why agents are transferred. The basic idea behind agent mobility in distributed computing is to conserve network bandwidth, i.e., due to their relative sizes, agents, not data, are transferred [26].

The reasons why agents are transferred across the network can also be rationalized by roles:

1. **Agents may be light-weight or heavy weight.** Mobile agents should be light-weight and are proposed as a way to save the load of transformation across the network connecting computers. This can be expressed by some components of the E-CARGO model. If $|a| < |N_a|$, where $a$ is an agent and $N_a$ the object accessed by the agent to play a role in a host, $|x|$ is used to express the size of memory allocated to $x$ then the agent must be mobile.

2. **Agents are temporary to the system that adopts them.** They are not inherent parts of the system. They reside in a system for limited periods. For example, a database system is inherently a data-centered system. Many roles are attached to the system to restrict agent
accessibility. Mobile agents are used to maintain or modify data. In this sense, a database system is actually a set of data objects and roles, that is, an environment of the E-CARGO model.

(iii) Even though software agents are much easier to replicate than their human counterparts, they cannot maintain their state in a new environment. It is well-accepted that consistent agents are always easy to be maintained, especially dynamically maintained. To facilitate cooperation in a multi-agent system, state consistency is an important agent property. Within E-CARGO, when an agent \( a \) plays a role, it accesses the data objects related to that role, and modifies its own memory to keep its current state \( s \), collects its credit \( w \), expand its abilities \( p_i \) and adjust its workload \( d \). This means that an agent always keeps its state consistent and maintained by itself.

(iv) Agents may be idle due to a lack of roles or service requests. Agents must be reclaimed by the agent factories and rebuilt to adopt more or new roles. In E-CARGO, for an agent \( a \), if \( a \cdot t_i \) is larger than a limit, it should be reclaimed. In the factories, agents are loaded with new capabilities and capacities then returned to the environment.

7. How Are Agents Made Pro-active?

Pro-activity is a necessary condition for being an agent. This is a mandatory property of agent based systems [23]. Agents are generally processes created from pre-designed programs. In traditional ways, many rules must be designed in the programs to specify their activities. This method is definitely not a good simulation of human behavior.

Agent dynamics are based on their adaptabilities [10]. Dynamics generate motivational or driving forces, physical or moral, in any field. The human world follows the Maslow's hierarchy [11] of needs. Agents can also be designed in this way.

The assumptions for dynamic role adoption are based on this hierarchy of needs. Three kinds of agents can be classified [27]:

(i) Diligent agents try to do as many jobs as possible. They seek as many responsibilities as possible without concern for rights.

(ii) Ordinary agents seek only to complete jobs assigned to them. They take responsibilities but require matching rights.

(iii) Lazy agents try to accomplish a minimum number of tasks. They seek a maximum number of rights with minimal responsibility.

To restrain type (iii), encourage type (i), and support type (ii), roles should be composed of both rights and responsibilities. That is to say, additional rights demand increased responsibilities. If agents hope to grasp more rights, they must adopt more roles. As a result, they must take on additional responsibilities. For those who do not care about rights, there would be still enough rights for them to take additional responsibilities. This is the fundamental principle in role-based collaboration [29, 30].

With this fundamental principle, role mechanisms can be taken as dynamics for agents to be pro-active and mobile in an environment. By adopting roles, agents can progress by telling how many significant roles they are playing. Roles can be taken as a flag of advances for agents in collaboration.

In a role-based multi-agent system, lazy agents will be finally discarded and reclaimed by the agent factories. Diligent agents will occupy the majority of the system and be promoted to play more important roles providing them opportunities for greater contribution. In E-CARGO:

- Roles can be specified with credits \((w)\) and services \((M_i)\).
- Agents can earn credits \((w)\) by playing roles.
- Agents have abilities \((p_i)\) to match the ability requirement of a role \((p_o)\) to provide services to play a role.
- Agents are trained (to load more service implementations) to match the service requirement of the role \((M_i)\) by paying an amount of time by decreasing an amount of its ability \((p_o)\).
- The goal of agents is to earn a maximum number of credits \((w)\).
- To obtain the goal, agents must compete, coordinate and collaborate.
- The goal for collaboration is to collect more credits.

From the above assumption, an agent can be set a goal with definite credits and then started. The agents will automatically search out roles and adopt them.

After agents become pro-active to pursue roles, a new problem may occur. A multi-agent system should have maximum cooperation and minimum competition. If agents are designed to adopt roles and collect as many credits as possible, there must be competitions among agents. This may introduce negative factors into the system. Fortunately, agents are designed by people and they cannot grow spontaneously. The role distributions can be even and fair based on the abilities of agents and distances between agents and roles. If an agent loses a bid for a role, it should seek out others. If it is inactive for more than a specified period of time, it should be reclaimed by the factories and rebuilt. Competition can be avoided in this way.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, three main questions about agents are answered: (1) Why are agents created? (2) Why are agents transferred? (3) How are agents made pro-active? The major answers are related with roles. Therefore, roles should be fully considered and specified at first before a multi-agent system is built.

In agent system implementations, roles are abstract and agents are concrete. Roles are good guidelines for agent design and implementation. Roles are also hints for agents to show their dynamic properties.

Representing capabilities of agents is difficult. The dynamic properties of agents can be expressed with roles. Effective role specification, agent and role matching algorithms and structures, and related agents' abilities are important research topics that require additional comprehensive research.
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